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The theory of the dependence of T¢ on the number of parallel square planar CuP2 layers in unit cells of the newest bismuth and
thallium superconductors is developed, it is shown that the observed nonmonotonic dependence with the maximum at some
layers can be explained only if one takes into account the chaining of intraplanar distances, arising with the generation of bisolitons.

1. Introduction
Almost one year after the discovery of yttrium oxide superconductors three new series of superconductors, bismuth-based and thallium-based, were
obtained. In 1988 Maeda et al. [1] discovered the
drop of the resistance in the crystal Bi2Sr~Cu2OT+,.
at 120 K. This result was repeated by Chu with collaborators [2]. During a short time after that Sheng
and Herman [ 3 ] have synthesized three thallium oxides:
TI2Ba2Cu~08, TI2Ca~Ba2Cu20~
and
Tl:Ca.,Ba:Cu30~o containing one, two and three
CuP: planes, separated by TI-O bilayers. In the same
year Parkin et ai. [4] discovered three more thallium oxides, containing in a unit cell the CuP2 plane
layers separated by monolayers. TI-O: TI~Ba2Cu ~O5,
Tl~CatBa207 and Tl~Ca_,Ba_,Cu30,~. Later the new
members of these three families were discovered.
In these newly discovered bismuth and thallium
high-T~ superconductors there exist some ( N = 1~ 2,
3, ... ) square-planar CuP2 layers, which arc parallel
to the a-b axes of the crystal. In bismuth and thallium
oxides,
Bi_~Sr_~Cax_~Cu.~O~_.x+4
and
TI_~Ba2Ca,,¢_~Cu,,~O_,,,,.+4 they are sandwiched between double layers of bismuth or thallium oxides.
In
the
family
of
thallium
oxides
TI~ Ba2C? x- ~Cu,~O2x+.~ of square-planar C u P , layers they are sandwiched between single layers of thallium oxide. The neighbouring CuP2 layers in a sandwich are separated by Ca(Sr) ions.
For a shorthand notation of the bismuth and thallium superconductors with N CuP2 layers one needs

the
symbols
[ 5 ]"
Bi (2 : 2" ( N - 1 )" N)
and
TI ( m" 2" ( N - 1 )' N) ( m = 1, 2 ) where the four digits in the brackets represent the number of cations in
the unit cell in the order Bi(TI), Ca, (St, Ba), Cu.
For example the abbreviation for Tl~Ca_,Ba_~Cu30~
will be TI(1"2"2"3).
High-T~. superconductivity appears when doping
charge carries ( holes ) into the CUP_, sheets. The other
cations such as TI. Ca, Bi, Sr arc playing the roles of
"'spacers" which stipulate lhe space structure of the
unit cell. The',' also are the donors of charge carriers
in the plane CUP_, sheets.
Figure 1 represents a schematic distribution of the
ions in the u n i t cell of the superconductors
TliBaeCa.x._ ICu~,O_, v+a or for short 1 • 2' N - 1 • N.
The conductivity, i.e. the density of the carriers, in
these newly discovered superconductors is much
higher in the plane of the layers than in perpendicular direction. In general, the carrier densities are low
(-,-a few times 10 :t cm -~) and their motion is
bounded in layers of conductivity in the unit cell.
There is a very weak connection between the layers. These materials are extremely type II superconductors with vcr3' short anisotropic coherence lengths:
~,,./.--- 10- ! 5 .-k, c~, -- 3-5 .-~ and large critical magnetic
fields (II~...).
Within each of these families the superconducting
transition temperature T~ increases with the number
N of layers in the sandwich. So. many authors express the opinion that the essential part of the superconductivity of these oxides is played by the
sandwiches in the square-planar CUP,.
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Fig. 1. The structure of the unit cells of the family of thallium oxides TI,Ba2Cas_,Cu~O2N+3 at values of N equal to !, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Having discovered that T¢ is growing with increase
of the number of CuO2 layers induces the hope to
obtain a high T~ on the basis of the synthesis of the
samples having a larger number of layers. If this increase is linear, at about N equal to 10 the critical
temperature will be comparable with room temperature. But in reality this is not the case. For example,
in the bismuth series a change of N from one to two
makes the temperature Tc increase with 60 K, a
transfer from two to three leads only to 30 K, a transfer from three to four yields an increase of 14 K.
In the phenomenological theoretical investigation
of the dependence of T¢ on the number of Cu-O2
layers per unit cell in the new families of high-T¢ superconductors one usually utilizes the following
simplification:
(1) one assumes that binding between the sandwiches of CuO2 layers of neighbouring unit cells separated by thallium and bismuth oxides is very weak;
(2) only the CuO2 planes in every sandwich are active in determining To;
(3) take only into account the coupling between
nearest neighbour CuO2 layers in a sandwich are separated by Ca or Sr ions;
(4) all the layers in sandwiches are taken to be
identical.
The first theoretical investigatio% of the T~'s de-

pendence on the number of C u O 2 layers inside the
unit cell has been done by Anderson et al. [ 5 ] on the
basis of a resonating valence bond model.
Birman and Lu [ 6 ] employed the approximation
of Ginsburg-Landau to the newest high-Tc superconductors. They find the upper Tc limit of 140 K
for monolayer and bilayer thallium series.
In some papers the dependence of T¢ on the number of layers CuO2 per unit cell was investigated by
using a microscopic formulation of the generalized
BCS pairing. In the paper written by Eab and Tang
[ 7,8 ] on the basis of the phenomenological model of
Ginsburg-Landau by means of minimization of the
energy an expression for Tc(N) was obtained. Using
the experimental value of T¢ for the first members of
the series one finds T¢ for higher members.
A theory for a layered crystal with an arbitrary
number of interacting layers inside the unit cell has
been developed by Jha [ 9 ] (see also refs. [ 10,11 ] ).
I= .n. . . 4all
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that T~ monotonically increases with the number of
layers in the sandwiches and passes to a constant limit
when N is larger than ten. But the experiments carried ou: in 1989 by Kikuchi, Nakajima et al. [12]
have shown that this is not actually the case. They
have synthesized the high-T¢ superconductor
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu40! 2 and discovered the same lowering
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Table I
Single TI layered system Tl~ Ba2CaN_ ~Cu,d)2x+ 3 [ i 2-18 ]
N

1

2

3

4

5

6

a (A)
T~ (K)

13-15

3.8500
78-91

3.8493
116-120

3.8! 53
122

3.8469
106

102

Table 2
Double TI layered system TI2Ba2Cau_ ~CutdD2u+4 [ 19-21 ]

2. Condensate bisolitons in superconductors having
a single Cu02 layer in the unit cell

N

1

2

3

4

a (A)
T¢ (K)

3.8587
20-80

3.857
110

3.822
125

108-112

Table 3
Double Bi layered system Bi(Ca, Cr)u+ ICuNO2N+4 [22--24]
N

I

2

3

4

a (A)
Tc (K)

3.796
12-22

3.823
85-90

3.818
! 10-120

90

ol the temperature T¢ under the passage from three
to four layered specimens. They also have synthesized
high-To
superconductors
Ti~Ba2Cax_ iCu,~Ozx+3 with N equal from two to five
[13] and have shown that Tc increases with the
number of layers N equal to four and then is lowering at N equal to five and six.
The T¢ (K) dependence on the intraplanar lattice
constant a (A) on the number of layers in unit cell
is given in tables 1,2 and 3. The highest T¢ value was
obtained for N = 4 which has four CuO2 layers in a
unit cell.
in both single and double TI layered systems, the
systems with the highest Tc ( N = 4 for the former and
N = 3 for the latter) have the shortest intraplanar lattice constant a (A). In this case too the system with
the highest Tc ( N = 3) has the shortest a (A).
In the following sections we will give the explanation of the T¢ lowering for larger N as found experimentally on the basis of a nonlinear bisoliton
model which was developed at the Institute for Theoretical Physics in Kiev [25-30].

According to a bisoliton model high-T, superconductivity [25-29] in lanthanum and yttrium superconductors containing in their unit cells a single CuO_,
layer situated parallel to the a, b planes of the crystal
the superconductivity is stipulated by quasi-one-dimensional condensate bisolitons [21]. The bisolitons are distributed periodically in these layers along
the axes a or b. One bisoliton contained in each period aL is formed by two quasi-particles (usually
holes). Quasi-particles are connected in a singlet spin
state by a local deformation field.
In a condensate moving with the velocity I'= hk/
m, much smaller than that of longitudinal sound, I~,
in a formation of bisoliton two quasi-particles with
effective masses tn and wave numbers k ~ = 2 k + k v
and k2 = - kv participate.
In the frame ~= ( x - I't)/a, moving with velocity
I, in each period aL, containing one bisoliton symmetric wave. the function of the condensate of bisolitons has the form

v'(¢,, ~, t) =,,fi 0(~, )0(~.,) cos[k~(~,
-~2 ) ]e ik~¢'+¢'~- i:,,,

(2.1)

The real periodic functions, O(~)=O(,~+L) satisfy"
the normalization condition
1.

y O2(~)d~=l

.

These are the solutions to a nonlinear Scllr6dinger
equation,
+4g0-'(¢)-~ 0(¢)=0,

e=:p/.l,

(2.2)
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determining the motion of quasi-particles in the field
of deformation
U(~)=-4g02(~)

.

(2.3)

Here d,p is the energy of the quasi-particle, g = a2/2.,'~J
is a nondimensional parameter of the interaction between a quasi-particle and the field of deformation;
a is the electron-phonon interaction; . * t h e coefficient of elasticity at a chain.
J = h " / 2 m a 2 is the energy of the exchange interaction at neighbouring unit cells; m is effective mass
of a quasi-particle appearing when doping tile crystal; a is a lattice constant.
In the general case the periodic solution eq. (2.2)
is expressed by means of the elliptic Jacobi functions. Provided that the inequality is fulfilled gL >> 1,
these functions are reduced to hyperbolic functions
O ( ~ ) = x / g / 2 sech (g~).

(2.4)

In this case the energy of both quasi-particles in the
field of deformation (2.3), counted from the Fermi
energy EF, has the value
(2.5)

dp = _ g 2 j .

Under the creation of bisolitons there takes place
the local displacements of lattice sites na with the
value fl,, so the change of distances between neighbouring sites is defined b y p ~ = f l ~ - f l , , + ~. In the continuum approximation one can write

<<p>> of a lattice constant via the equality
A a - <<p>> = ( 2 W, / .rg ) I/2 .
Thus, taking into account eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) the
value <<p >> may be expressed by means of the total
energy of a bisoliton, eq. (2.7), by
I/2

3. Interlayer effect in high-To superconductors
In the newly discovered thallium and bismuth highTc superconductors there are some (two, three, etc. )
square-planar CuO2 layers. These are sandwiched
between layers of thallium or bismuth oxides.
In the theoretical investigation of a bisoliton condensate of these superconductors one usually utilizes
the assumption that only the CuO2 layers determine
the T¢ value.
Let us assume that there are N square-planar CuO2
layers in the unit cell. The energy pairs of quasi-particles make up the immobile condensate bisolitons
when there is interaction with longitudinal p ~ (along
the layers) and transversal ~n~ displacements of the
sites in the crystal, characterized by the Hamiltonian
H = E ~P,,~,{-J[~,,+,.,~ +¢P,,-,.,~]
tlof

+[w~

+ w, + 2a,, ( p . ÷ , - p.) ]~..

- ~(q~..,~+ I + ql..,,-i )
+ 2~r± [ ( ~ - ~,,,~+, ) ~a~,,~+,

[fl,,. ,-./~(~) + aafl/O~+ -~a 202#/0~21 .

+ (~,,,~ - ~,,.,~_, )tp,,.._, ] }.

Therefore
p, -,p(~) = -aOfl/O~ .

The energy of the longitudinal local deformation of
the lattice in one period has the value
L

I4",, = ~ .;¢ j p2( ~) d ~ = [g2j .

(2.6)

(3.1)

The subscript a = 1, 2, ..., N is indexing the layers in
the unit cell. The subscript n changes from 1 to L.
The function q~,~ satisfies the periodic condition
~a~ =~o~+ ,.,~

( 3.2a )

and boundary conditions
=0

0

The total energy of a bisoliton at rest, including the
energy of the longitudinal deformation, eq. (2.6), is
defined by

The normalization conditions
L

N

)-". ~ ~02,,,~=1

(3.3)

r/-----I o t = l
E b s = ~p + WIt = _

2g2j.

(2.7)

With the creation of a bisoliton a local deformation
takes place. We define an average diminuation

show that there is one bisoliton in a sandwich.
The energy of a longitudinal deformation is defined by the formula
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W,,=~.~,, y" (fl.+,.,~-fl,,,~)'-,

(3.4)

n~

where .~, is an elasticity constant. The energy of a
transversal deformation is defined by
W~. = ½ ~ l ~ (~,,~-~,.,,-,

)2

•

(3.5)

L/2

Wl - .,~z
2a2j ~

~n,ot + I --~n,e m

( 3.6 )

•

By substituting eqs. (3.6) into eq. (3.1) we obtain

H = J E ¢P,,c~{

W~ + W±
j

l~0,~(¢)14 d~.

(3.10)

Let ~b,~(~) be the wave function of a condensate bisoliton in an isolated Cu02 layer, which satisfies the
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation
+ 4g0~(~) Oo,(~) = -g~O,~(~j,

(3.11)

and which satisfies the normalization condition

2al ¢.,,, I ' / ~ 1

2~r± ¢not~Pn,o~+ I/o~.k

f
-L/2

Varying eq. (3.1) in turn on the longitudinal and
transversal displacements we obtain
p.~ = 8 . - , . , , - 8.,, = -
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0.,,, - [ e.+ ~.,~ -{o,,_

L/2

S O~(~)d~= l.

( 3.12 )

--L/2

we have

~.,-, ]

0,~(~) =x/g~ 2 sech (g~).

- 4g¢3,~ -y(fp,,.,,,+, -{P..,,,-, )
(3.7)

-~[¢~...+, + ~..,,-, le.. }.

( 3.13 )

The wave function of a sandwich which contains
N layers may be looked for in the form

where

'~'

g~=~/2gJ,

7=~]J,

26=a~/.~J.

(3.8)

Going over to the continuum approximation

G,=Cx+,=0.

{0n+ I.a "*¢c~ ( ~ ) -t- a¢~/O~'{" ~O2~/O~ 2 + " "

+ 0/L(~)/a~+ -~a ~/L (~)/0~"

+....

L/2

I

-LI2

+4gfpo,(~)Ieo~(~)

~0. (,~) = (~0.(~)

we obtain a system of equations which determines
the coefficients C,,.
For simplification of the calculations we use the
following approximate expressions:

Wl = g ~ / 3 J .

In this case the equality (3.7) will be transformed to
C,~ [ ( (' ~. - y..(N) + ei( ('~,+,

J

(~'=

[

_,_p2

]I ~0,,(~).

(3.16)

N

(w. +w,) ~0~(~)-r[~0,,+, (~) +~0,~_,(~)
-5[(p~+, ( ~ ) + ~ - ' ( ~ )

(3.15)

By substituting in eq. (3.9) the function

W,=g~/3J,

02
X - ~

E C~,=l.

,

With regard to eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we can
transform eq. ( 3.1 ) to

"

(3.14)

0'=[

with the coefficients C, satisfying the conditions

an-oa~ , {o,,,~--,¢,~(~) ,

~._+ ,.. = f l . ( ~ )

~u(~)= y' C,~O,(~).

T L t ¢ _ l l X .

(3.9)

~f" _.L,,tf"
O,

t

/[~t~+|

..Lp

~ ~'--(/--I

~1--13
/J--'"

q

t''l 17~
X ....

Z

where
The energy of the deformations eqs. ( 3.4 ) and ( 3.5 )
is defined by
L/2

2~,

WII-.glj~

S
-L/2

Iq~'~(~) 14 d~'

=-

6:

(3.18)

From eq. (3.17 ) it follows that the energy :h,(N)
of the N CuO2 layers in a sandwich is determined by
a system of equations
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j = l ..... N.

X(N)C,,-7[C,,+,+C,,_,]
-J[C~,+,+C,,_,]C,~=0

(3.19)

Therefore, the bisoliton state j in a single period L
is distributed among the layers with the probability

( 3.20 )

~I~___[C~(N)]2 -

where
X(N) - :,bs(N) -- ~ o .

The second term in eq. (3.19) takes into account the
exchange interaction between neighbour CuO2 planes
separated by ions Ca(Sr). The third term takes into
account the role of the changing of interplane
distances.
If in a unit cell there is only a single Cu02 layer in
eq. (3.18) we must put 7 and J equal to zero. In this
case an energy of bisoliton condensate Sb~( 1 ) coincides with expression (2.7).

2 sin-" 7totj
N+----~
N + 1'

N
~ C~(N) = 1.

a-----I

(4.5)
The wave function (3.14 ) of this state is defined by
the formula
N ( 2 ~'/2
~(N)=,,=,Y. \ ~ Z - ~ ] O ~ ( O s i n [ ~ a j / ( N + l ) ] .

(4.6)
It corresponds to the energy
$~)(N) = ,-¢sA(°)-27cos[~rJ/(N+ I ) ] ,

4. Energy of sandwich CuO2 layers under fixed
distances between them

If we do not take into account the change in the
distances between layers in sandwiches, the value of
J in the system of equations (3.20) must be zero. So
it reduces to the equation
X(N)C~-~,[C,,+. +C,,_, l = 0 ,

(4.1)

with additional conditions eq. (3.15 ). In this case
because of the interaction between the layers the energetic level : o of a single layer is split in N sublevels. The energies of these sublevels are defined by
the determinant which contains N rows and columns
IX(

)
N

-~
X(N)

0
--7

(4.4)

0
0

(4.7)

where ~,o) is the energy of a single layer. The superconductive state is defined by the lower value of
j equal to one

$(b~)(N) = d*b° ) - 27 COS[~] ( N+ 1 ) ].

(4.8)

So the critical temperature of the N-layered superconductor is defined by the formula
T¢{ N) - T¢( I ) =AZT cos[ Tt/ ( N+ I ) ] ,

(4.9)

where T¢(I) is the critical temperature of a single
layer phase, and the coefficient A can be defined from
experimental data of the first members of the series.

5. Energy of sandwiches of CuOz layers with regard
to the changing of the distances between the layers
-7

X(N)
-7

- 7 / =0"
X(N)

(4.2)

For an evaluation of the energy of the sandwiches
of bisolitons in the first approximation we shall perform in eq. (3.18) the substitution

The N roots of this equation have values

C~+, +C~_ , --,D(N) .

.¥,(N) = - 27 cos [.,t.j/(N+ ! ) ] ,

In this case the system of equations (3.20) is transformed to

j = l ..... N.

(4.3)

In this case the coefficients C,, in the sum (3.14) have
the value
C ~ ) ( N ) = . /kU-7-, , sin[~caj/(N+ 1 ) ] ,
,q ~,-,- |

[ X( N ) - J D ( N )

(5.1)

] C , , - 7[ C,,+, + C,,_, ] = 0 .
(5.2)

As one more further simplification the value D ( N )
is estimated by using C, obtained in section 4 for the
value 6=0.
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Table 4
N

2

3

4

5

6

7

16

12

15

2 cos n/(N+ I )
D(N}

1.0
1.0

1.41
0.66

1.62
0.55

1.73
0.30

!.80
0.17

1.85
0.10

i.90
0.08

1.94
0.02

1.96
0.01

Table 5
Dependence of r ( N ) on numbers N of sublevel in the sandwich
6/7

N

0.6
0.8

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.60
1.80

1.80
2. ! 5

1.95
2.06

1.91
1.97

!.90
1.93

1.91
!.93

Under the substitution (5.1) the solution to eq.
(3.20) has the form, for j= 1,
6

X(N)=-7[2cos~/(N+I)+-~D(N)]

.

(5.3)

The critical temperature of N-layered superconductors will be defined by the expression
r(N)---

T~(N)-T~(I)

6
= 2cosrc/(N+l)+7D(N).

(5.4)

The dependence of the function 2 cos n / ( N + 1 ) and
D(N) on N is shown in table 4.
The function D(N) is described by the average
distribution of a prt, oability of the presence of one
bisoliton on a single layer of the N layers sandwich.
Naturally the value D(N) is diminished when the
number of N sublevels in the sandwich is increased.
Using the values of table 4 we obtain the function
r ( N ) which is p r o p o r t i o n a l to Tc. T h e v a l u e s o f r ( N )
f o r two values of 6/7, 0.6 a n d 0.8, arc s h o w n in table
5 as a f u n c t i o n o f the n u m b e r o f layers ( N ) .
T(N)

|
[

..

,

".

.

.

.

.

.

.

q

i

.

'

122

2.0

I

?

102

®

/!

82
62

i 6/r--°
0.0

42
22_~_
1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
N

Fig.2. The dependence of the ratio r(N) = (Tc(N) -

8
---

To( 1 ) )~Air
at values a/y equal to 0, 0.6, 0.8 vs. the number (N) of paraUel
CuO2 layers in the unit cells of layered superconductors.

...........
2

3

4

5

6

7
N -----~

8

Fig. 3. The theoretical dependence of Tc (having a/7=0.6) for
the family of thallium oxides TI,Ba2CaN_,Cu~)2N+3 from the
number N of parallel CuO2 layers in the unit cells. The circles
show the experimental data cited in table I.
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According to eq. (2.8) the maximal value z(N)
corresponds to maximal critical temperature and
minimal average value intraplanar lattice constant a
(A). These theoretical results correspond to the experimental data shown in tables 1, 2 and 3.
In fig. 2 the dependence of~(N) on N is shown for
the values ~/7 equal to 0, 0.6 and 0.8. The presence
of the maximum value on the curve ~(N) is an obvious consequence of taking into account the displacement of the intraplanar distance in the
sandwich.
Using the experimental values T¢(N) for the family of superconductors TI~Ba2Ca~._ ICu~O2N+3 one
can obtain at ~/7= 0.6 the theoretical dependence of
Tc on the number of CuO2 layers in the unit cell. This
dependence is shown by the curve in fig. 3. The experimental values are indicated by circles.
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